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Training – Improvements and Other Comments

Responses

I loved the quizzes to keep people engaged

Smaller points, less reading more explaining and more visual aids

A little shorter as it's on Teams or a break so nothing is missed

The training session was great

Really good, liked interaction and details about now and future plans. Suggestion that providers could 
present some transformation or projects in future, to showcase to wider London. Have suggested more 
colleagues from BH attend, but have shared slides too.

This training session was extremely helpful I'm only sorry it wasn't available when I joined the team 
years ago. The power point is very clear with information and examples of what has been discussed 
along side the annotated flow charts. The team call itself was presented in a way that was very easy to 
follow, not too heavy and overloaded with excess information but just focussed on the points being 
made at the time (no tangents etc!) very clear and it was made interesting with the different polls that 
were put to us, the presenters also came across as friendly and it made the experience pleasant and a 
topic that can appear quite complex was broken down and explained very well

4. Do you feel the training session could be improved and do you have any other comments?



Training – Improvements and Other Comments

Responses

No, it was very informative and interactive

A lot of info to take in in a short time scale so useful to have slides so I can send to the rest of my team

Training session could be improved by adding extra time

No very informative

A lot of information in short time

Only if the quiz could be interactive like the polls were

More times please

I particularly liked the interactive polls and quiz at the end. The slides were very clear and informative

4. Do you feel the training session could be improved and do you have any other comments?
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